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Arquitectura Referència Analytics - Simplificada
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Arquitectura Referència Analytics - Complerta



Arquitectura Referència Analytics – Exemple Pràctic



COLLECT - Make data simple and accessible

ANALYZE - Build and scale trusted AI

INFUSE - Operationalize AI throughout your business SECURE 
Manage risk and 

intelligently defend 
against threats

ORGANIZE - Create a business-ready analytics foundation

Smarter Businesses

HYBRID CLOUD PLATFORM

Build Talent 
and Expertise

L’escala de l’intel.ligència artificial
Aproximació Prescriptiva d’IBM vers l’AI

intel·ligència artificial
in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know data is the foundation for businesses to drive smarter decisions. Data is what fuels digital transformation. But, it is Artificial intelligence (AI) that unlocks the value of that data, which is why AI is poised to transform businesses with the potential to add almost 16 trillion dollars to the global economy by 2030. However, adoption has been slower than anticipated. Business leaders not only need to understand the power of AI, but how they can fully unleash its potential and operate in a hybrid, multicloud world.This presentation aims to demystify AI, present common AI challenges and failures, and finally, provide a unified, prescriptive approach (which we call “the AI Ladder”) to help organizations unlock the value of their data and accelerate their journey to AI. 



Base Services
Core to Cloud Pak for Data, these Base 

services fastrack organizations on 
their end-to-end data and AI journey

with comprehensive continuum of 
capabilities.

Red Hat® OpenShift®
A streamlined hybrid-cloud foundation to 

take advantage of the underlying 
resource and infrastructure optimization 

and management. OpenShift license 
dedicated to run Cloud Pak for Data.

Extended Services
Beyond its Base Services, Cloud Pak for Data has a 
growing ecosystem of OpenSource, Partner, and 
IBM Extended Services to expand the breadth of 
capabilities for teams.

Cloud Pak Control Plane
Essential to Cloud Pak for Data, Foundational Services 
provide a command-line interface, an administration 
interface, a services catalog, a central list of 
connections, and the central user experience.

A truly Hybrid-Cloud world
Don’t let lock-in or major IT decisions 
affect how your Data and AI temas
operate. Your work and data should be 
accessible in any Hybrid-Cloud strategy.

Cloud Pak for Data
La simplificació i automatització del viatge cap a l’intel.ligència artificial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk Track: So let me introduce you to IBM’s enterprise insights platform, we call it Cloud Pak for Data. (Click to build) Our approach starts with a simple idea. Run anywhere. Our platform can be co-located where your infrastructure investments have been made or will be made. So we support deploying Cloud Pak for Data on top of every major cloud platform including Google, Azure, AWS and IBM Cloud. You can also deploy on-prem in that case that you are developing a hybrid cloud approach. (Click to build) The way we support all these infrastructures is by layering Red Hat OpenShift on top. This is the precise reason for why IBM acquired Red Hat in 2019. We want to provide the flexibility for you to scale across any infrastructure using the worlds leading open source steward  - Red Hat. OpenShift is a Kube based platform that also allows IBM to deploy all of our additional value and open source value through a container based model. Meaning that all of the capabilities that we will talk about next are microservices, so they can be added or subtracted based on your enterprises needs. (Click to build) Next we introduce a common layer of integrated services that allow you to collect information from ANY repository (database, data lakes, data warehouses, you name it). Our intention is for you to leave the data where it already resides. Our collect layer introduce capabilities such as data virtualization that allows you to fold multiple database schemas into one. This allows you to eliminate the need for some ETL work and can join data across multiple clouds in a logical sense. (Click to build) Once all of your enterprise data has been connected to, we introduce industry leading data organization services that allow you to develop an enterprise data catalog. This capability enables a “shop for data” like experience and enforces governance across all data sources. So now your data consumers have a single place to go for all their data needs.(Click to build) Lastly, we want to bring the function of data analysis as close to this enterprise catalog as possible. We provide a sliding scale of data science capabilities that cater to all skill levels. So users can quickly grab data from the catalog and instantly start working towards generating their insights in a common workflow built around the notion of a “project”.
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